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CUST O M E R S UCCESS ST O RY

TURIM MFO
BUILDING A SINGLE SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE FOR
A MULTINATIONAL, MULTI-FAMILY OFFICE
CHALLENGE:

To replace its mishmash of systems and processes,
Turim MFO needed a centralized system that let
every member of its growing team store and track
conversations, notes, documents, emails and other
information about investments and companies in
one platform.

SOLUTION:
Turim optimized its investment research and due
diligence processes with Backstop Research
Management. The purpose-built solution for
family offices and multi-family offices of all
sizes pulls together qualitative and quantitative
information into a unified system. For the
multinational, multi-family office, it’s easy to use,
accessible from anywhere at any time and a
single source of knowledge for every data point.

BENEFITS:
Intuitive solution that’s quickly adopted by
new team members

Quick access to the historical context behind
every recommendation and decision
Fewer opportunities for errors with
information all in one place
New product functionality is released every
two weeks
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60% of Backstop revenues are invested
back into the product each year
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SEEKING: SINGLE SOURCE OF
KNOWLEDGE
Turim MFO is a multi-family office with locations in Brazil and the
United Kingdom. The firm helps individual families and clients with the
increasingly complex work of managing and preserving their assets.
Several years ago, Turim was using a collection of solutions — from
Excel spreadsheets to an internal tracking system and various apps
— to gather notes, research, and other information about meetings,
ideas, and connections. For the five-member team, where everybody
worked in the same room, it was a manageable system. As the firm
grew and expanded to add other office locations, it needed a better
way to maintain that qualitative and quantitative data.
“We needed to centralize our research and due diligence process
with a single repository where we could store meeting notes,
thoughts, ideas, recollections, connections and other documents,”
said Rodrigo Louro, a Turim partner. “Our team really needed one
source of knowledge.”
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BEST FIT? BACKSTOP
Turim explored the options, reviewing seven or eight vendors on the market. Backstop stood out as polished and
accessible, Louro said. All users need is a smartphone to check in to the cloud-based system.

Backstop was the solution
that best fit what we needed.
We can track the qualitative
aspects of our research process
— the contextual information,
relationships and opinions —
and connect it directly to the
quantitative side of our work. And
we can use our phones to do it.
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COLLABORATIVE, EFFICIENT,
ADOPTED
For Turim, Backstop means everybody is
on the same page.

DAY-TO-DAY WITH
BACKSTOP

COLLABORATIVE
INFORMATION SHARING

TRACKING INTERACTIONS

With Backstop, Turim’s team is always up to speed
because every data point is stored all together. Louro
calls it “group note-taking.”

Whenever a team member has a call or interaction
with an investment or company, Turim immediately
adds their notes about the call into the platform.
“It’s updated almost in real time,” Louro said.

CONTEXT MATTERS
The team no longer wastes time searching for historical
data about companies or investments. It’s now at their
fingertips within Backstop — an especially helpful
feature when onboarding new employees. “If they don’t
have the context, they can just log into Backstop to see
what went on in the past,” Louro said.

KEEPING CLIENTS INFORMED
Turim uses Backstop to create fact sheets about
specific investments to share during client
meetings.

ONE SOURCE OF TRUTH

CREATING PEER GROUPS

Information is no longer scattered across sometimes
unreliable Excel spreadsheets. And that, said Louro,
translates into fewer errors, especially in performance
evaluation and tracking. “We are keeping things quite
neatly within Backstop, and that one source of truth is
really eliminating issues,” he said.

Turim builds customized peer groups within fund
managers, considering their strategies, locations
and other classifications. It uses Backstop’s
Excel Toolkit to draw the data into Excel to create
quantitative reports.

EASY TO USE, QUICKLY ADOPTED
Unlike other vendors on the market, Backstop feels
modern and is intuitive. “Some of the other options felt
like Windows 95 — very old school and backwards in
terms of the functionality,” Louro said. And it requires
very little training to onboard new users.

All it takes is a 30-minute call, and they are
up to speed with how we use Backstop.
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DATA DEMOCRATIZED

It just makes it easy for

In recent years, Turim’s investment team has grown from a five-person
team in a single location to a 17-person team that’s spread across
continents. Now, with Backstop, every person, regardless of
their location or time zone, has access to the same data.
Data is democratized.

everybody, to have one tool,
one process, one framework to
get the information we need to
best support our clients.
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ABOUT BACKSTOP SOLUTIONS
Because every minute matters, Backstop’s mission is to help the institutional investment industry use time to its fullest
potential. We develop technology to simplify and streamline otherwise time-consuming tasks and processes, enabling our
clients to quickly and easily access, share, and manage the knowledge that’s critical to their day-to-day business success.
Backstop provides its industry-leading cloud-based productivity suite to family offices, investment consultants, pensions,
funds of funds, endowments, foundations, private equity, hedge funds, and real estate investment firms.

To learn more about Backstop Solutions contact:
backstopsolutions.com
info@backstopsolutions.com
Main:
+1 312 277-7700
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